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This paper provides an empirical study of entry by a Wal-Mart supercenter into a local market. Using a
unique frequent-shopper database that records transactions for over 10,000 customers, we study the impact

of Wal-Mart’s entry on consumer purchase behavior. We develop a joint model of interpurchase time and
basket size to study the impact of competitor entry on two key household decisions: store visits and in-store
expenditures. The model also allows for consumer heterogeneity due to observed and unobserved factors.
Results show that the incumbent supermarket lost 17% volume—amounting to a quarter million dollars in
monthly revenue—following Wal-Mart’s entry. Decomposing the lost sales into components attributed to store
visits and in-store expenditures, we find that the majority of these losses were due to fewer store visits with a
much smaller impact attributed to basket size. We also find that Wal-Mart lures some of the incumbent’s best
customers, and that retention of a small number of households can significantly reduce losses at the focal store.
Finally, certain observed household characteristics such as distance to store, shopping behavior, and product
purchase behavior are found to be useful in profiling the defectors to Wal-Mart. Implications and strategies for
supermarket managers to compete with Wal-Mart are discussed.
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The time has come, as everyone knew it would. Wal-
Mart, which through its four formats had already been
selling more groceries than anyone in America, is now
the country’s biggest supermarket operator � � � racking
up $4 billion more in annual sales than former top dog
Kroger. (Progressive Grocer, May 2003)

1. Introduction
The role of supermarkets in the grocery retailing in-
dustry has undergone dramatic changes over the last
decade. Rapid growth of alternative retail formats,
in the form of mass discounters, wholesale clubs,
and supercenters, has transformed not only the com-
petitive structure of the industry, but also the way
in which consumers shop. The biggest threat to the
supermarket industry comes from none other than the
world’s largest retailer: Wal-Mart. In spite of being
a relatively new player, Wal-Mart, through its super-
center format, has already become number one in
the grocery industry. Patterned after the European
hypermarket, a supercenter combines a full-line dis-
count store with a full-line supermarket under one
roof. These stores carry both general merchandise and
food, including groceries and perishables. They also
offer a variety of ancillary services such as pharmacy,
dry cleaning, hair salon, and photo development ser-

vices; and gas stations, providing consumers with a
true one-stop shopping experience. For an industry
already crowded with many players, there are various
reasons why Wal-Mart’s supercenter format poses an
extraordinary challenge. As discussed in §2, Wal-Mart
has been able to keep its costs below the industry
level, which in turn translates into lower prices for the
consumers. Given the razor-thin margins in the gro-
cery industry, Wal-Mart’s everyday low prices are dif-
ficult, if not impossible, to match. Indeed, as quoted
in the Wall Street Journal (2003), items at Wal-Mart
cost 8%–27% less than at Kroger, Albertsons, or Safe-
way, even after taking into account discounts from
these competitors’ loyalty cards and specials. Besides
costs, another factor driving the grocery prices down
at the supercenter has to do with the main motivation
for why Wal-Mart and other discount stores entered
the grocery business in the first place: store traffic. A
typical supercenter has only 30% of the area devoted
to grocery. According to industry analysts, Wal-Mart
offers lower prices on food in order to bring traffic
into the supercenters with the hope of selling higher-
margin general merchandise, and even has the poten-
tial of treating the entire food business as a loss leader.
National chains and independents alike are feeling
the pressure from Wal-Mart. In the past decade, 29
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chains have sought bankruptcy-court protection, with
Wal-Mart as a catalyst in 25 of those cases (Wall Street
Journal 2003). Not surprisingly, Wal-Mart supercenter
is seen as a serious menace to the traditional grocery
industry, with 80% of supermarket managers citing
competition from supercenters as their biggest con-
cern in the coming year (National Grocers Association
2003).
Despite their unprecedented growth and the threat

they pose to the traditional grocery industry, rela-
tively little is known about how entry of a supercenter
in a market changes consumer purchase behavior
or what it does to the bottom line of an incum-
bent supermarket. Although there have been a num-
ber of business press articles covering this new retail
format, they provide little information on the issue.
Instead, the commentary has ranged from predic-
tions on extinction of traditional grocery to general
guidelines on how to compete with this new format.
Academic research, on the other hand, has primarily
focused on stores that are similar in terms of their
product offerings and cost structures (Lal and Matutes
1989, Pesendorfer 2002), or supermarkets that differ
only in terms of their pricing formats, that is, every
day low pricing (EDLP) versus Hi-Lo (Bell and Lattin
1998, Lal and Rao 1997, Messinger and Narasimhan
1997). With minor exceptions (Fox et al. 2004, Singh
2002), there is limited attention given to alternative
retail formats, such as mass merchandisers or super-
centers.
This paper provides an empirical study of the im-

pact of a Wal-Mart supercenter entry on sales of a
traditional supermarket. We utilize a unique frequent-
shopper database that records purchases for over
10,000 households before and after Wal-Mart’s entry.
The data are drawn from a store located in a small
town on the East Coast. The store in question has a
well-developed frequent-shopper program, with over
85% of the sales captured on shopper cards. The
database records all transactions made in the store,
and captures such information as time and date of
the transaction, price, promotion, and quantity for
every UPC sold. This information was recorded at
the individual level for all the customers in the store
for a period of 20 months, from November 1999 to
June 2001. In August of 2000, a Wal-Mart supercenter
entered 2.1 miles from the store. Thus, we observe
a reasonably long purchase history both before and
after Wal-Mart’s entry.
Our primary focus in this paper is on analyzing

changes in consumer purchase behavior following the
competitor’s entry. Entry of a discount store in the
market can influence a household’s buying behav-
ior in several ways. At the two extremes, some con-
sumers may not change their purchase behavior at

all, while others may completely abandon the incum-
bent and defect to Wal-Mart. Other consumers may
shift part of their purchases to Wal-Mart while contin-
uing to patronize the incumbent store. For this group,
the lost volume can come from three sources: fewer
store visits, smaller baskets, or a combination of the
two. Furthermore, these changes in household behav-
ior could be related to factors such as distance to the
incumbent and Wal-Mart, household demographics,
and other characteristics related to shopping behavior.
The primary questions addressed in this paper are
• What is the impact of Wal-Mart’s entry on the

incumbent supermarket’s total sales?
• To what extent are the total observed losses at-

tributed to customer attrition, reduction in store visit
frequency, and smaller basket size?
• What are the observed demographic and pur-

chase behavior characteristics of the households that
defect to Wal-Mart?
Answers to these questions can be quite important

from a managerial perspective. For instance, decom-
position of total sales into components attributed to
store visits and basket size can be useful in under-
standing the source of lost volume and in developing
store-level marketing policies. Suppose, for example,
we find that the lost sales are primarily due to house-
holds not visiting the store as frequently as they did
prior to Wal-Mart’s entry but that, once the shopper
is in the store, basket size remains constant. This in
turn suggests the need for developing strategies that
are primarily geared toward generating store traffic,
such as use of deep promotions and feature advertise-
ments. On the other hand, suppose we find that the
frequency of store visits remains constant but that the
basket size is smaller. In this case, the focus should
be on in-store merchandising to increase expenditure
once the customers are at the store. Similarly, iden-
tifying households based on their observed charac-
teristics can also be quite important because it can
allow the retailer not only to target customers with
similar characteristics at this store, but also to transfer
the findings to other store locations where the retailer
comes in competition with Wal-Mart (or other such
formats). Store opening information is generally avail-
able well in advance, and so preemptive actions can
be taken for the households who are at high risk of
defection.
To evaluate Wal-Mart’s impact on consumer pur-

chase behavior, we develop a joint model of inter-
purchase time and basket size. Although a popular
approach to model interpurchase time used in the
marketing literature is the proportional hazard model
in continuous time (e.g., Jain and Vilcassim 1991),
it has the limitation of only accounting for mar-
keting mix and other covariates when an event
occurs (e.g., when a purchase is made). On the other
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hand, a discrete-time approach (Gupta 1991, Wedel
et al. 1995) can explicitly account for the covari-
ates in periods during which households do not
make a purchase. We take a discrete-time approach
and model the household store visit decision using
a discrete-choice framework with time-varying coef-
ficients. These time-varying coefficients capture the
duration dependence embodied in consumers’ choice
process. The model, based on an underlying utility-
maximizing framework, can be interpreted as a haz-
ard model (Seetharaman and Chintagunta 2003).
Besides accounting for the full time path of the covari-
ates, this modeling approach has the advantage of
allowing for nonproportional hazards—a feature that
is empirically relevant for our data.
Consumers’ in-store expenditures are modeled

using a semilog specification that has been used ex-
tensively in marketing (e.g., Blattberg and Neslin
1990). Both of these household decisions (store visit
and in-store expenditure) are modelled jointly, and
Wal-Mart’s impact on these decisions are captured by
allowing for a structural break at the time of competi-
tor entry. The model also allows for consumer het-
erogeneity, modelled using a hierarchical structure. In
particular, the full set of model parameters is allowed
to vary across consumers due to both observed (e.g.,
demographic) and unobserved factors. For inference
we use a hierarchical Bayesian approach that, as dis-
cussed in Allenby and Rossi (1999), is well suited to
making inference at the individual level.
Our results show that the incumbent store lost 17%

of its volume—amounting to a quarter million dollars
in monthly revenue—following Wal-Mart’s entry. The
magnitude of the lost sales is quite alarming consid-
ering that supermarkets generally operate on a prin-
ciple of low margins and high volume, with profit
margins of only about 1% to 2%. Decomposing the
lost volume into store visits and in-store expendi-
tures, we find that the majority of the losses are due
to fewer store visits, with little change seen in the
basket size once consumers are in the store. This is
an important finding, because it suggests that strate-
gies designed to drive store traffic could be an effec-
tive way to recover some of the lost volume. We
also find that the incumbent loses some of its best
customers to Wal-Mart and that a small increase in
retention of these customers can significantly mitigate
the losses at the incumbent store. For instance, we
find that if the retailer is able to retain 5% (10%) of
its best customers, it can reduce its total losses by
41% (64%). Finally, in terms of consumer character-
istics, we find that Wal-Mart’s impact is most pro-
nounced for households living in close proximity to
it, which is consistent with the general finding in the
retail site-selection literature (e.g., Huff 1964, Brown

1989, Craig et al. 1984). Certain shopping characteris-
tics (e.g., 9–5 weekday shoppers) and purchase behav-
ior characteristics (e.g., store-brand buyers) are found
to be more useful than household demographics in
profiling defectors to Wal-Mart.
This research makes several contributions to mar-

keting theory and practice. Foremost among these is
that we provide an empirical analysis of the impact of
Wal-Mart supercenter entry on a traditional retailer.
As discussed above, academic research has primar-
ily focused on competition between supermarkets
with little attention given to this new retail format.
Similarly, past research has studied competition and
store choice issues in a static environment, whereas
this study considers both the short- and long-run
impact of entry in a changing competitive environ-
ment, namely, entry by a new competitor. Given the
dramatic changes taking place in the retail industry,
results from the study should be of interest to both
academics and practitioners.
The research is also salient to the growing body

of literature focusing on customer management. For
instance, our findings that a small proportion of cus-
tomers account for a large proportion of store losses
give credence to the general recommendation in the
customer relationship management (CRM) literature
on the importance of customer retention. Similarly,
our analysis demonstrates how a retailer can exploit
the information contained in its frequent-shopper
database to understand and respond to its most
valuable customers. This is a vital topic because,
although the information contained in frequent-
shopper databases is commonly assumed to be valu-
able, many retailers are struggling to leverage this
information. The potential difficulty of converting
data into valuable marketing strategies is illustrated
by the case of Safeway PLC (U.K.), which abandoned
its customer card program, citing a potential savings
of $80 million per year in administrative costs (BBC
News 2000). Thus, a secondary objective of this study
is to shed some light on the potential uses of the pur-
chase history information, especially in the face of
competition.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows.

The next section provides a brief overview of the
supercenter format, including suggestions made in
the business press to counter Wal-Mart. Section 3
presents the data used in the study. Section 4 devel-
ops a joint model of interpurchase time and basket
size, and §5 presents the empirical results from the
model. In §6, we explore various household character-
istics that can be useful in identifying potential defec-
tors to Wal-Mart. We conclude in §7 with a discussion
on limitations of the current study and directions for
future research in this area.
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2. The Supercenter Format
In this section we provide a brief overview of the
supercenter format.1 We discuss the motivation of
discount stores to get into the grocery business, the
challenges this format presents to supermarkets, and
solutions suggested by some industry analysts. This
format has received limited attention in the academic
literature, so our discussion is primarily drawn from
the business press.
Supercenters, which average 180,000 square feet,

are retail stores that combine a discount department
store with a full-service supermarket. They offer a
wide variety of general merchandise and food items,
including meat, produce, deli, and other perishables.
In addition, many include ancillary services such
as pharmacy, dry cleaning, vision center, Tire and
Lube Express, hair salon, income tax preparation (in
season), and so forth, providing consumers with a
true “one-stop shopping” experience. Meijer and Fred
Meyer started this format as early as the 1960s, but
it is only with the arrival of Wal-Mart that this for-
mat has shown dramatic growth. The first Wal-Mart
supercenter was opened in 1988, and in 1993 the com-
pany operated only 10 such stores. With 192 super-
centers added in 2002, the company currently has
over 2,121 supercenters. This unprecedented march
by Wal-Mart into the grocery business is taking its
toll along the way. According to the 2002 “Channel
Blurring” study by ACNielsen, since 1999 consumer
visits per year to supermarkets were down 12% while
visits to supercenters were up 40%. National chains
and independents alike are feeling the pressure from
Wal-Mart. In the past decade, 29 chains have sought
bankruptcy-court protection, with Wal-Mart as a cat-
alyst in 25 of those cases (Wall Street Journal 2003).

Transition to Grocery
What motivated Wal-Mart to enter the grocery busi-
ness? There are a number of reasons cited for the
move, including change in the top management
and the arrival of David Glass as the CEO (who
had a background in the grocery business). Further-
more, by the late 1980s the discount retail industry
was close to saturation, and was highly concen-
trated with three major players: Wal-Mart, K-Mart,
and Target. The supermarket industry, on the other
hand, was highly fragmented with small- to medium-
size regional chains. Although this industry structure
facilitated the transition to grocery, the main moti-
vation for Wal-Mart’s venture into the industry was
store traffic. Indeed, industry experts believe that Wal-
Mart is using food mainly as a traffic driver, with the

1 We shall limit our discussion primarily to Wal-Mart. Target and
K-Mart each has its own version of a supercenter, but Wal-Mart is
by far the biggest player in the industry.

hope of spillover to higher-margin general merchan-
dise items, which account for 65%–70% of supercenter
sales. The strategy seems to be working, with some
reports suggesting that the general merchandise sales
are 25%–50% higher at a supercenter than they are
at discount stores in the same area (or after conver-
sion of a discount store to supercenter).2 The super-
center format has been so successful that Wal-Mart
has chosen this path for expansion, with plans to add
200 supercenters every year for the next five years
(company website). According to Trade Dimensions,
with the current growth rate, over three-fourths of
Kroger and Albertsons stores will be within 10 miles
of a Wal-Mart supercenter within this decade.

Pricing at Wal-Mart
A general consensus in industry reports is that the
prices at Wal-Mart supercenter are about 15% lower
than traditional supermarkets.3 Besides the store traf-
fic considerations discussed above, there are several
other cost-related factors driving the prices down at
Wal-Mart. Foremost, Wal-Mart’s size gives the com-
pany several advantages over smaller competitors,
including bargaining power with the manufacturer
and economies of scale in distribution systems. Fur-
thermore, Wal-Mart’s large size allows the company
to bypass wholesalers with the majority of the mer-
chandise at the supercenters, including perishables,
supplied through its distribution centers. This, cou-
pled with an EDLP strategy (which not only helps
create a low-price image in a consumer’s mind but
also offers many operational advantages in demand
forecasting) and Wal-Mart’s proprietary Retail Link
software, gives Wal-Mart a tremendous advantage in
logistics and inventory control. According to an inde-
pendent study by McKinsey & Co., Wal-Mart’s effi-
ciency gains were the source of 25% of the entire U.S.
economy’s productivity improvement from 1995 to
1999. Last but not least, another factor keeping the
costs low at Wal-Mart is its nonunionized labor. For
the majority of supermarkets, labor, which constitutes
approximately 70% of the overhead, is unionized.
None of Wal-Mart’s employees belong to a union, and
industry analysts believe that they get paid signifi-
cantly less than the industry average.4

2 Packaged Facts (1997).
3 The Wall Street Journal (2003) article cited above quotes 8%–27%
lower prices at supercenters. A Time Magazine (2003) article, “Can
Wal-Mart Get Any Bigger?” reports 15% lower prices.
4 There are a number of lawsuits pending against Wal-Mart due
to its labor practices. In one such case in Jacksonville, Texas, the
meat-cutters at Wal-Mart voted to form a union in February 2000.
Within months, Wal-Mart had decided to close down the meat plant
and replace it with case-ready meat packaged by suppliers (KFPT
News 2002).
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How to Compete with Wal-Mart?

Competition from Wal-Mart supercenters may be
inevitable, but it is not a death sentence � � � � (Thomas
Zaucha, president and CEO of the National Grocers
Association)

Given such cost asymmetries, how can supermarkets
compete withWal-Mart? Although there is no one an-
swer, industry experts have given many suggestions.
These range from shutting down the store to improv-
ing efficiency and cutting costs. In general, the recom-
mendations fall into two broad groups: Become more
like Wal-Mart, or differentiate (Rogers 2001). Indeed,
there has been a move in the supermarket indus-
try toward consolidation through mergers and acqui-
sitions (e.g., Kroger and Fred Myers, American and
Albertson) with the hope of leveraging similar bar-
gaining power and economies of scale as Wal-Mart.
Similarly, there has been a drive in the industry toward
cost cutting (Wall Street Journal 2003). Many stores have
also expanded their general merchandise items and
other services such as pharmacy and banking in order
to provide their own version of one-stop shopping.
Others argue it is not possible to beat Wal-Mart at

its own game and recommend differentiation with a
focus on the two main weaknesses of supercenters:
perishables and convenience. These recommendations
include providing a clean friendly store; improving
fresh produce and custom-cut meat departments; em-
phasizing deli, ready-to-eat foods, and salad bars;
broadening product assortment; and increasing the
focus on understanding customer needs. Another
weakness of the supercenters is that they are gen-
erally located outside the city limits. However, Wal-
Mart has recognized this limitation, and is testing with
scaled-down versions of supercenters ranging in size
from 40,000 to 50,000 square feet. According to Wal-
Mart its Neighborhood Market format will charge the
same low price as its supercenters, while providing the
same location convenience as supermarkets and con-
venience stores.
Given the discussion above, it is not surprising that

supermarket managers consider Wal-Mart one of their
most formidable competitors. Many of the sugges-
tions that industry experts provide on how to tackle
Wal-Mart go well beyond the scope of this paper.
However, before developing any general principles on
the issue, a necessary first step is an understanding of
what a Wal-Mart does to a retailer’s bottom line, and
how it changes consumer purchase behavior. To this
extent we present an empirical study that attempts to
address some of these issues.

3. Frequent-Shopper Database
The data used in the study come from a single store
of a large supermarket chain on the East Coast. The
store in question is located in a small suburban town,
which provides us with an opportunity to analyze

Table 1 Shopper Card Penetration

No card Employee card Card holder

Sales ($) (%) 12�4 2�0 85�6
Number of transactions (%) 36�0 3�0 61�0
Average basket size ($) 8�00 16�60 33�50

the impact of a Wal-Mart supercenter’s entry in a
relatively controlled environment.5 Based on our dis-
cussion with the store managers, the store can be
classified as typical Hi-Lo format. Besides standard
grocery products, the store offers a variety of services
such as 24-hour shopping, in-store postal and banking
services, video rental, photo developing, pharmacy,
and speciality departments such as bakery, deli, salad
bar, seafood, and custom-cut meat.
The store also has a well-developed frequent-shop-

per program. Although the original purpose of such
frequent-shopper programs was to create store loyalty
by rewarding the best customers, over time the role
of these programs has changed to being just another
promotional tool. However, they do provide retailers
with a wealth of information about their customers.
A secondary objective of this study is to demonstrate
how retailers can utilize the information contained
in their database, especially when faced with com-
petition. The frequent-shopper data that we use are
unique, in that they record all transactions made in
the store and capture information such as time and
date of the transaction, card holder information (if a
shopper card is used), and the dollar volume, unit
price, quantity, and promotion for every UPC sold. At
the same time, these data have the drawback (unlike
typical scanner panel data) of only making the pur-
chase information available for the store in question.
Thus, if a card holder in our sample shops at other
stores (including Wal-Mart), those purchases are not
recorded.6 While this may seem like a major short-
coming, one must realize that this is the informa-
tion typically available to the retailer (unless it pur-
chases data from outside vendors such as Information
Resource Inc. (IRI) or ACNielsen).
The data are available for a period of 20 months,

from November 1999 to June 2001. In August of 2000
a Wal-Mart supercenter entered 2.1 miles from the
focal store. Thus, we observe reasonably long time
series both before and after Wal-Mart’s entry. Note
that our database contains information on all trans-
actions made at the store, but that we can only track
purchases for households that are members of the
frequent-shopper program. As seen in Table 1, the

5 Over 70% of the households in our database own a house and, on
average, have lived at their current residence for 14 years.
6 Besides Wal-Mart, there is one other major grocery store in the
area, as well as several smaller food shops.
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Figure 1 Household Locations

Wal-Mart

Focal store

Note. Distance between the focal store and Wal-Mart is 2.1 miles.

usage of the shopper card program for this retailer
is quite high, with card holders accounting for over
85% of total store sales. About 2% of the sales are on
the employee card and thus cannot be traced back to
any individual card holder. Although noncard pur-
chases account for 32% of all transactions, the average
order size is significantly lower ($8 compared with
$34 for transactions using the shopper card). The non-
card purchases often tend to come from the coffee
or snack shop, and the pharmacy. For most grocery
categories the shopper card penetration rate is well
over 90%.
Purchase history information is available for over

22,000 card holders. However, many of these card
holders are casual buyers who make few purchases at
this store, or who had highly irregular purchase pat-
terns before Wal-Mart entered. The estimation results
presented below use data from the top 10,000 cus-
tomers, who account for 77% of card holder pre-entry
sales.

3.1. Customer Location
A useful piece of information in the database is the
mailing addresses for all the card holders. These
addresses were geo-coded to compute each house-
hold’s travel distance from the focal store and from
Wal-Mart. Based on the findings in the previous lit-
erature (see, for example, research on retail site selec-
tion by Huff 1964, Brown 1989, Craig et al. 1989, etc.)

as well as business press (Progressive Grocer 2002), we
would expect location to play an important role in
determining the likelihood of shifting purchases to
Wal-Mart. In Figure 1 we plot the locations of the
households. The location of the focal store is shown by
the large star, and the location of Wal-Mart is shown
by the pin. On average, consumers live about 3.5 miles
from the focal store and 4.8 miles from Wal-Mart.7 As
is evident from Figure 1, many customers are clustered
around the focal store. However, despite the apparent
proximity, over one-third of the customers live outside
the three-mile radius (considered the trading area of
a typical grocery store).8 In our empirical application,
we tried several specifications for incorporating dis-
tance, including defining census tract neighborhoods,
and linear and quadratic distance terms as suggested
in the Hotelling-type theoretical models.

7 These numbers are based on a straight-line distance. While one
would prefer to use travel times rather than distance, there is
some evidence that straight-line distance is a good proxy for actual
travel time. For example, Phibbs and Luft (1995) find a correlation
of 0.987 between straight-line distance and travel time, although
this correlation drops to 0.826 for distances below 15 miles. Note
also that our distance variable is more accurate than that used
in previous research that have used the centroid of the zip code
in which the household is located to compute distances (e.g., Bell
et al. 1998).
8 Sixty-six percent of the households live within the three-mile
radius of the focal store and 78% live within a five-mile radius.
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3.2. Observed Household Characteristics
Besides location, we use a large set of household-
specific variables that could be useful in understand-
ing the type of customers that defect to Wal-Mart.
These variables are constructed using the census data
as well as the transaction history of the households
prior to Wal-Mart’s entry. Table 2 provides the sum-
mary statistics on these variables, which fall into three
broad categories:
• Demographics: The first two demographic vari-

ables in Table 2 (INC and HHSIZE) refer to the
median income and median household size for the
census block group in which the household resides.
In general, we find significant variation in household
demographics. For instance, the median income level
in the block-group ranges from a low of $8,700 to
a high of over $105,000. The next two demographic
variables (BABY and PET) are dummies, indicating
the presence of a baby or a pet, respectively. These
were computed from the household purchase history
data. For example, if a household is observed to pur-
chase baby products such as diapers or baby food, it
indicates the presence of an infant in the family. Sim-
ilarly, purchase of dog food or cat litter indicates the
presence of a pet.
• Shopping Variables: We use the time and day of

trip information to construct a variable that relates to
household shopping behavior: MSHOP (the percent of
total visits that were made between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.
on weekdays, excluding holidays). This variable can
be treated as proxy for a shopper’s search cost. For
instance, if a household is observed to make the major-
ity of its purchases between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. on week-
days, it suggests the presence of a retired or otherwise
unemployed member in the household.

Table 2 Demographic, Shopping, and Product Purchase Variables

Variable Description Mean Std Min Max

STDIST Distance—focal store 3.49 4.70 0.02 49.06
PROXWM Proximity to Wal-Mart 4.78 4.42 0.18 48.79
INC Median income in census 44,352 16,860 8,713 105,218

tract
HHSIZE Household size in census 2.36 0.31 1.21 3.94

tract
BABY Indicator for presence of 10%

baby
PET Indicator for presence of 29%

pet
MSHOP Fraction of trips between 0.39 0.24 0.00 1.00

9 a.m. and 5 p.m. weekdays
E-SHOP Fraction expenditure on 0.10 0.06 0.00 0.74

produce
E-MEAT Fraction expenditure on 0.14 0.08 0.00 0.77

meat
E-HMR Fraction expenditure on 0.02 0.05 0.00 0.92

HMR
E-PL Fraction expenditure 0.14 0.07 0.00 0.59

on store brand

Note. HMR= home meal replacement.

• Product Purchase Behavior: The last set of vari-
ables was created using household purchase behavior
in different product types (again created using trans-
actions prior to Wal-Mart’s entry). The primary moti-
vation for these variables comes from business press
reports that argue that one of the major weaknesses
of the Wal-Mart supercenter is the fresh food area. As
discussed in §2, Wal-Mart supercenters primarily rely
on prepackaged produce and meat from suppliers.
Thus households that allocate a large proportion of
their expenditures to fresh produce (E-SHOP) and
speciality meat and seafood (E-MEAT) are less likely
to abandon this store in favor of Wal-Mart. Similarly,
large purchases in prepared food departments such as
salad bar and deli (E-HMR: proportion of expenditure
in home meal replacement) could result in a higher
affinity for the store compared with Wal-Mart. Finally,
E-PL refers to the proportion of total expenditures on
the store brands.9 The likely impact of this variable in
determining whether a household defects to Wal-Mart
is not entirely clear. Previous research (Corstjens and
Lal 2000) suggests that store brands can create store
loyalty. At the same time, researchers have also found
store brand buyers to be more value driven and price
sensitive (Hoch 1996, Hansen et al. 2006, Pauwels and
Srinivasan 2004), and if more price-sensitive house-
holds frequent discount stores, we can find the oppo-
site effect.

3.3. Pricing Environment
As discussed above, the database records the price
and promotion information for every UPC sold in
the store. We expect these marketing mix variables
to influence various household decisions such as the
decision to visit the store and basket size once in the
store. However, creating variables to capture the over-
all store-pricing environment is a nontrivial task. The
store carries over 50,000 unique UPCs that are clas-
sified into several hundred categories. Furthermore,
several of these products (e.g., in produce and meat
departments) do not carry a fixed UPC bar code that
remains constant over time. Instead, these products
are assigned a temporary code that changes from
week to week. This makes the task of creating a price
series for these products difficult if not impossible. The
matter is further complicated by different price reac-
tions by the incumbent to Wal-Mart’s entry in various
product categories. Figure 2 shows prices for three
products: bananas, spring water, and Italian bread. It
is evident that the initial reaction for bananas is to
match the $0.39 per pound price of Wal-Mart with
occasional $0.25 per pound promotions.10 Over time

9 Excludes nonpackaged goods such as items in meat and produce
departments.
10 Price of $0.39 per pound of banana is a heavily promoted item at
Wal-Mart supercenters in their advertisements as well as in-store
special displays.
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Figure 2 Store Pricing Series for Three UPCs
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prices went back to $0.59 per pound. The strategy fol-
lowed in the other two products is quite different. In
spring water the store seems to have moved from a
Hi-Lo pricing to an EDLP pricing strategy, while the
situation is reversed in Italian bread.11

Given the above-mentioned complexities, any mea-
sure to capture the overall store price environment
would be an approximation at best. Our strategy is

11 Our discussions with the store manager did not reveal any par-
ticular insight into the matter. It seemed that the store was ex-
perimenting with different pricing schemes. However, the store
manager did indicate that the focus post–Wal-Mart entry had
shifted to emphasizing the fresh produce, seafood, meat, and deli
items—a point we return to in §6.

therefore to rely on aggregate measures designed to
proxy the weekly price environment at the store. In the
empirical application, we experimented with several
measures including a basket-price index, a household-
specific basket-price index, and overall store- and
department-level promotion indices. The basket-price
index was created using the share weighted price
of the top 100 (250) selling items in the store. For
household-specific basket prices, we used the top 100
(250) items for that household prior to Wal-Mart’s
entry. Finally, promotional indices were created by
aggregating the total promotional discount offered on
all items falling in that department. For instance, sup-
pose the produce department consists of the following
three products with regular and promoted price as:
bananas ($0.55 per pound, $0.45 per pound), broccoli
($1.39 per pound, $1.39 per pound), and red grapes
($1.00 per pound, $0.90 per pound). The promotion
measure for produce in that week would be $0.20.

3.4. Store Sales
Figure 3 shows the daily store sales, store traffic (i.e.,
number of transactions per day), and the average bas-
ket size over the sample period. The entry of Wal-Mart
is indicated by the vertical line. The spikes early in the
data and around Day 400 are the Thanksgiving and
Christmas weeks. Two key observations from the fig-
ures must be highlighted. First, there appears to be a
significant fall in the baseline volume for the incum-
bent store. Second, looking at the graphs for the store
visits and basket size, it seems that a large propor-
tion of the lost revenues at the store level is due to
fewer store visits, with little change in the average bas-
ket size. To formalize and test this at the household
level, we next describe a model that captures these two
fundamental household decisions: whether to visit the
store, and basket size once at the store.

4. Model
In this section we develop a model to evaluate the
impact of Wal-Mart’s entry on household purchase
behavior. As discussed above, a competing store’s en-
try is likely to result in lost volume for the incumbent
store. Suppose we define volume as total expenditure
for all households shopping at the store over a period
of a certain length, for example, T days. Let V be
store volume for this period before Wal-Mart’s entry
and VW store volume after entry. A casual method to
evaluate the overall impact of Wal-Mart’s entry is to
estimate the expected value of quantities such as �1 ≡
VW − V , �2 ≡ �V W − V �/V 	 or �3 = logVW − logV .
These quantities can be estimated by simply compar-
ing before–after averages of observed store volume.
However, there are (at least) three shortcomings to
this approach. First, it is important for the incumbent
to understand the source of these lost sales in terms
of longer interpurchase times and smaller baskets.
Second, the impact of Wal-Mart’s entry is likely to
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Figure 3 Daily Sales, Store Traffic, and Basket Size, Before and After Entry
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Note. Entry date shown by vertical line.

be different across consumers due to observed (such
as demographics) as well as unobserved factors. It is
crucial for the store to understand what types of con-
sumers or households display the biggest change in
store expenditure and what the causes are of those
changes. In other words, if a given household reduces
its store expenditure over a certain period after Wal-
Mart’s entry, is this due to longer interpurchase times
(i.e., fewer trips per period), smaller basket size per
trip, or a combination of the two? Finally, if the
store environment changes after Wal-Mart’s entry, for
example, if pricing and promotion strategies change,
then it is important to control for these changes. For
example, if the store promotes more aggressively after
Wal-Mart’s entry, the promotion effect will be con-
founded with the pure Wal-Mart effect.

To overcome the shortcomings described above, we
start by decomposing overall store volume as

V =
H∑
h=1
eh	 (1)

where eh is household h’s store expenditure over a
period of length T . This can in turn be decomposed as

eh =
T∑
t=1
dhtbht	 (2)

where dht is equal to one if the store is visited on day t
of the period and bht is the basket size (in dollars) of
the trip. The total number of trips over the period for
household h is

nth =
T∑
t=1
dht� (3)
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Letting a superscriptW denote quantities after Wal-
Mart’s entry, and letting xt denote variables describ-
ing the store environment (e.g., promotional activity),
we can now define “pure” Wal-Mart effects at the
individual and aggregate level by holding xt fixed.
For example,

E�ntWh � �xt�Tt=1�−E�nth � �xt�Tt=1� and

E�log bWht � xt�−E�log bht � xt�
(4)

is the expected change in number of trips per period
and expected change in log basket size per trip for
household h.

4.1. Interpurchase Time and Basket Size
We model the two consumer decisions using a flexible
model of interpurchase time (to capture when to visit
the store) and semilog regression (to capture basket
size once at the store). Both these household decisions
are modeled jointly, and heterogeneity across house-
holds is captured by using a hierarchical structure
where the full vector of model parameters (from both
equations) is allowed to vary across consumers due to
both observed and unobserved factors. To study the
impact of Wal-Mart’s entry on household purchase
behavior, we allow for a structural break at the time
of competitor entry.
Over the past two decades, a number of mod-

els have been proposed to capture the purchase-
timing decisions of households (see Seetharaman and
Chintagunta 2003 for a review). A majority of the
empirical studies in marketing have used the propor-
tional hazard model (proposed by Cox 1972) to char-
acterize the purchase-timing behavior of households
either in continuous time (e.g., Jain and Vilcassim
1991, Chintagunta and Haldar 1998) or discrete time
(Gupta 1991, Helsen and Schmittlein 1993, Wedel et al.
1995). An advantage of the discrete-time approach is
that it explicitly accounts for marketing mix and other
covariates in periods during which households do not
make a visit. For instance, in the current application it
may be important to take into account the marketing
mix variables on not only the purchase occasions, but
also the periods in which households decide not to
visit the store.
Our approach in this paper is to employ a discrete-

choice framework with time-varying coefficients to
capture the duration dependence embodied in con-
sumers’ choice processes. An advantage of using this
approach is that we can use a flexible specification for
duration dependence that allows us to approximate
any shape of the household-specific hazard function.
In proportional hazard models, such as those typically
used in the literature, the impact of any covariate is
to shift the baseline hazard up or down proportion-
ately. Our specification is more flexible and allows for
nonproportional hazard functions.

Using days as the basic time unit,12 assume that an
individual in each time period decides whether to
visit the store and make a purchase.13 Let Uit be net
benefits for household i of making a purchase from
the store in period t. The household will visit the store
at t if Uit > 0. Assume

Uit = �′
i0f ��it�+�′

ippt + �it	 t < TW	 (5)

where TW refers to the time periods before Wal-Mart’s
entry, �it is time since last purchase, �it is iid standard
normal, and f �·� is some known vector function that
can be made as flexible as desired. For instance, we
could have f ��it� = �1	 �it	 �2it	 ln �it	 � � ��′. pt is a vec-
tor of time-varying covariates affecting utilities and
includes time-varying marketing mix variables such
as price and promotion for the incumbent store. The
specification in (5) could be extended to include other
factors such as expenditures on the previous purchase
occasion, weekend, holiday, seasonality, and so forth
(see the empirical application below).
Define Dit as one when Uit > 0 and zero otherwise.

The probability of purchase at time t conditional on
last purchase �t days ago is

Pr�Dit = 1 � �i	 �it	 pt�= ��′
i0f ��it�+�′

ippt�� (6)

This is the hazard rate induced by (5) and captures
the notion of individual specific hazard. The model
in (5) implies a model for purchase times. Suppose
we observe a purchase duration of length t1, followed
by a purchase duration of t2. Stacking all the right-
hand-side parameters and variables as �Xit	�i�, these
durations then have likelihood

Pr
(
Ti1 = t1	Ti2 = t2 � �i	Xt1+t2i

)

=
{t1−1∏
t=1
Pr�Dit=0 �Xit	�i�

}
×Pr(Dit1=1 �Xit1	�i)

×
{t1+t2−1∏
t=t1+1

Pr�Dit = 0 �Xit	�i�
}

×Pr(Di	 t1+t2 = 1 �Xi	 t1+t2	�i)	 (7)

where Xt1+t2i is the entire path for the covariates:
X
t1+t2
i = �Xit�t1+t2t=1 .
After Wal-Mart’s entry, the utility is assumed to be

Uit = ��i0+�i0	W �′f ��it�+�′
ippit + �it	 t > TW	 (8)

where �i0	W captures the impact of competitor entry.
In the empirical application we separate out the

12 Most marketing applications using discrete hazard models have
assumed week as the unit of analysis. The primary motivation for
the assumption is that the marketing mix variables change on a
weekly basis. However, in our sample over one-third of the house-
holds visit the store more than once a week.
13 Like most other marketing data sets, we observe a store visit only
if a purchase is made.
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short-run (to capture “curiosity effects”) and long-
run impact of Wal-Mart and also allow other model
parameters (e.g., marketing mix sensitivities) to
change after entry.
To model the basket size once the household is in

the store, we use a semilog specification that has been
used extensively in marketing for modeling sales and
expenditures (e.g., Blattberg and Neslin 1990). In par-
ticular, let bit be log expenditures for household i in
time period t (which is zero unless Ui�t� > 0�. If a store
visit is made at time t, the pre-entry log basket size
bit is assumed to be

bit = "i0+"ippt +"i��it + �b	 it	 t < TW	 (9)

where pt is the marketing mix environment on store
visit t. The parameter "i� captures the impact on bas-
ket size due to the recency of the previous visit. In
general, we would expect a smaller basket size if the
customer had visited the store recently. Finally, we
assume �e	 it � vi ∼ N�0	v−1i �. After Wal-Mart’s entry,
the log basket size is modeled as

bit = �"i0+"iW �+"ippt +"i��it + �b	 it	 t ≥ TW	 (10)

where "iW captures the impact of Wal-Mart on the
basket size.

4.2. Heterogeneity
Because we expect different households to react dif-
ferently to Wal-Mart’s entry, it is important to account
for consumer heterogeneity in the model parameters.
We also expect household responses to be related
to observed characteristics, such as demographics. In
this paper we use a parametric approach to model
household heterogeneity and let the model parame-
ters vary across households due to both observed and
unobserved factors. Let %i = ��i	"i� be the full vector
of coefficients from the purchase timing and expendi-
ture equations discussed above. We assume %i follows
a multivariate normal distribution with a mean vector
&Zi and covariance matrix (:

%i �&	Zi ∼N�&Zi	(�	 (11)

where Zi is a vector containing household character-
istics.
For inference we use a hierarchical Bayesian ap-

proach. In particular, we use a Markov Chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) procedure to simulate the poste-
rior distribution of the model parameters and to
compute household-level estimates of preferences. As
discussed in Allenby and Rossi (1999), Bayesian pro-
cedures are well suited for these models, especially
when one is interested in making inference at the
individual level. We use standard conjugate priors
on the model parameters. For the parameters in the
& matrix, we use a joint normal prior with mean zero
and precision 0.01. We use a Wishart prior for (−1

with degrees of freedom equal to dim�%i� + 2 = 30
and set the scale so the prior mean is equal to the
identity matrix. Finally, we specify the prior for vi to
be gamma with shape a0 = 5 and inverse scale equal
to b. We use a gamma prior for the hyper parameter b
with shape parameter equal to 2 and scale parameter
equal to 1. The MCMC sampling algorithm was run
for a total of 20,000 iterations, and we dropped the
first 2,000 iterations to allow for burn-in, leaving us
with 18,000 draws on which to base posterior calcula-
tions. These procedures have become quite standard
in the literature, so we do not discuss the estimation
algorithm in detail (a detailed discussion of this is
available from the authors).

5. Estimation Results
Model Specification
Before we discuss the results, two important con-
siderations with respect to the model specification
are worth mentioning. The first relates to the dis-
tance variables discussed in §3.1. As seen from Fig-
ure 1, households live in a wide area around the two
stores. This dispersion causes a problem if one wants
to incorporate distance to the two stores directly as
a household-specific covariate. This is because the dis-
tances will tend to be highly correlated. The overall
correlation between distance to the incumbent and
distance to Wal-Mart is 0.96 in our sample, which
makes it impossible to estimate two separate dis-
tance effects directly. Although one could alleviate
this problem to some extent by restricting the sample
to households living in a small radius around the two
stores, such a restriction will throw away a substantial
part of the sample. Instead, we use two approaches
that mitigate the problem to a certain extent. For the
model presented below, we use the household dis-
tance to the incumbent and create an indicator vari-
able for proximity to Wal-Mart (households living
within one mile). We also present results for another
specification (§6.2) where we use fairly fine grid of
region fixed effects (census tracts) that provides us
with a clean nonparametric estimate of the distance
effects.
The second consideration is with regard to the func-

tion f , which, after some experimentation, was spec-
ified as

f ��it�= �1	0�1�it	0�01�2it	1/�it�	 (12)

where the scaling in the second and third element
is to stabilize estimated coefficients. This specification
allows for a wide range of different hazard shapes.
Recall from above that this function determines the
shape of each household’s hazard. For example, prior
to Wal-Mart’s entry, the hazard for household i will be

hi��* p�� =  ��0i	1+�0i	2��/10�+�0i	3��2/100�
+�i0	4/� +�′

ipp��	
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where p� is the vector of other covariates. We also sep-
arate out the impact of Wal-Mart entry in the short-
(defined as the first three months after entry) and
long-run effects.

Results
In Table 3 we report estimates of the hierarchical coef-
ficients & and the diagonal elements of ( in (11)
for the coefficients relating to the store trip mod-
els (5) and (8). The first column in Table 3 repre-
sents the mean numbers followed by the impact of
observed characteristics on the parameters. The col-
umn labelled “SD” is the standard deviation of the
parameter estimates representing the unobserved het-
erogeneity. Finally, the last column, “DEMO,” shows

Table 3 Hierarchical Coefficient Estimates, Duration Model

Attribute Constant STDIST PROXWM MSHOP E-PL E-PROD E-MEAT E-HMR HHSIZE BABY PET INC SD DEMO

Constant −0�96 −0�10 −0�23 −1�17 1�17 −2�97 −2�32 −0�58 −0�30 0�07 0�04 0�22 1�79 0�06
�0�05� �0�09� �0�14� �0�16� �0�50� �0�61� �0�47� �0�66� �0�14� �0�12� �0�08� �0�14� �0�05� �0�01�

10−1 × � −0�12 −0�02 −0�04 0�02 0�23 0�14 −0�07 0�11 0�07 0�00 0�17 0�03 0�44 0�04
�0�01� �0�01� �0�02� �0�03� �0�09� �0�11� �0�08� �0�13� �0�03� �0�02� �0�02� �0�02� �0�01� �0�01�

10−2 × � 2 0�03 0�00 0�01 0�00 −0�06 −0�03 0�04 −0�01 −0�01 0�00 −0�03 0�00 0�09 0�03
�0�00� �0�00� �0�01� �0�01� �0�02� �0�03� �0�02� �0�03� �0�01� �0�01� �0�00� �0�01� �0�00� �0�01�

�−1 −0�82 −0�15 −0�08 −0�60 0�63 −0�35 0�61 −0�47 −0�20 0�03 0�02 0�01 0�56 0�12
�0�01� �0�02� �0�03� �0�04� �0�12� �0�15� �0�11� �0�17� �0�03� �0�03� �0�02� �0�03� �0�01� �0�01�

DSR −1�13 −0�09 0�07 0�68 −2�45 1�23 0�98 0�80 −0�19 −0�12 −0�23 −0�47 1�85 0�04
�0�07� �0�12� �0�19� �0�24� �0�70� �0�80� �0�63� �0�89� �0�21� �0�17� �0�12� �0�18� �0�08� �0�01�

10−1 ×DSR × � −0�05 −0�02 −0�02 0�10 −0�27 0�00 0�27 0�39 −0�06 −0�01 −0�03 0�02 0�39 0�03
�0�02� �0�02� �0�04� �0�05� �0�14� �0�17� �0�13� �0�22� �0�04� �0�03� �0�02� �0�04� �0�02� �0�01�

10−2 ×DSR × � 2 0�02 −0�01 −0�01 0�00 0�01 0�03 −0�02 −0�01 0�01 0�00 0�02 0�01 0�10 0�02
�0�00� �0�01� �0�01� �0�01� �0�03� �0�04� �0�03� �0�06� �0�01� �0�01� �0�01� �0�01� �0�00� �0�01�

DSR × �−1 −0�03 −0�04 −0�08 −0�04 0�08 −0�13 0�07 0�32 −0�07 0�03 −0�01 0�02 0�41 0�02
�0�02� �0�04� �0�05� �0�06� �0�18� �0�23� �0�17� �0�25� �0�05� �0�04� �0�03� �0�05� �0�02� �0�01�

DLR −1�11 −0�10 0�03 0�60 −2�76 1�35 1�32 1�19 −0�22 −0�06 −0�22 −0�43 1�85 0�05
�0�07� �0�12� �0�19� �0�23� �0�69� �0�79� �0�63� �0�88� �0�20� �0�17� �0�11� �0�18� �0�08� �0�01�

10−1 ×DLR × � −0�05 −0�01 0�00 0�06 −0�38 0�00 0�12 0�13 −0�01 −0�08 −0�07 0�03 0�29 0�04
�0�01� �0�01� �0�03� �0�03� �0�09� �0�11� �0�08� �0�15� �0�03� �0�02� �0�02� �0�02� �0�01� �0�01�

10−2 ×DLR × � 2 0�01 −0�01 −0�01 −0�01 0�06 0�04 −0�02 0�01 0�00 0�01 0�02 0�01 0�08 0�03
�0�00� �0�00� �0�01� �0�01� �0�02� �0�03� �0�02� �0�04� �0�01� �0�01� �0�00� �0�01� �0�00� �0�01�

DLR × �−1 −0�05 −0�04 0�02 0�12 0�02 −0�14 −0�32 −0�28 0�02 −0�07 −0�04 −0�02 0�38 0�02
�0�02� �0�03� �0�04� �0�05� �0�14� �0�18� �0�13� �0�19� �0�04� �0�03� �0�02� �0�04� �0�01� �0�01�

holiday 0�12 −0�02 0�00 −0�34 0�00 0�26 0�08 −0�18 0�05 −0�01 0�03 0�05 0�19 0�16
�0�01� �0�01� �0�02� �0�02� �0�06� �0�08� �0�06� �0�09� �0�02� �0�02� �0�01� �0�02� �0�00� �0�02�

holiday ∗D −0�06 0�00 0�00 0�13 0�06 −0�16 −0�02 0�16 −0�04 0�03 −0�01 −0�03 0�22 0�04
�0�01� �0�01� �0�02� �0�03� �0�09� �0�10� �0�08� �0�12� �0�02� �0�02� �0�01� �0�02� �0�01� �0�01�

weekend 0�03 0�04 0�02 −0�12 0�15 0�23 0�22 0�00 0�04 −0�02 0�03 −0�04 0�37 0�02
�0�01� �0�01� �0�02� �0�02� �0�06� �0�08� �0�06� �0�09� �0�02� �0�01� �0�01� �0�02� �0�00� �0�00�

weekend ∗D 0�00 −0�08 −0�01 −0�73 −0�14 −0�08 0�11 0�07 −0�03 0�01 0�00 0�03 0�32 0�24
�0�01� �0�01� �0�02� �0�02� �0�07� �0�08� �0�06� �0�09� �0�02� �0�02� �0�01� �0�02� �0�00� �0�01�

prom −0�01 −0�01 0�02 0�22 −0�06 0�42 0�26 0�11 0�01 0�00 0�00 −0�04 0�26 0�06
�0�01� �0�01� �0�02� �0�02� �0�07� �0�09� �0�07� �0�10� �0�02� �0�02� �0�01� �0�02� �0�01� �0�01�

prom ∗D 0�14 0�02 −0�01 −0�07 0�27 −0�17 −0�12 −0�11 0�03 0�01 0�04 0�07 0�27 0�04
�0�01� �0�02� �0�03� �0�03� �0�10� �0�11� �0�09� �0�12� �0�03� �0�02� �0�02� �0�03� �0�01� �0�01�

Note. DSR = 1 in the first three months following entry after which DLR = 1, and D = DSR + DLR. Posterior means with posterior standard deviation are in
parentheses.

the fraction of heterogeneity across households that
is explained by the observed characteristics. Looking
across the rows the first four rows capture the dura-
tion dependence prior to Wal-Mart’s entry, followed
by the short- and long-run effects. The variables holi-
day and weekend are indicator variables, while prom is
the store-level promotion index. Note that all demo-
graphic variables except the indicator variables have
been mean centered.
The demographic interactions show that several of

the household characteristics are significant. How-
ever, the parameter variation these observed charac-
teristics explain is not large (ranges from 2%–24%).
On the other hand, the large standard deviation
terms indicate that most of the heterogeneity across
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Figure 4 Distributions of Inter-Store-Visit Times
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households is due to unobserved factors. Prior
to Wal-Mart’s entry, consumers derive higher util-
ity shopping on week-ends and during holidays,
although the effect of holiday shopping goes down
after entry. Interestingly, promotional sensitivity is
significantly higher following Wal-Mart’s entry. This
could be due to changes in consumer base (higher
proportion of promotional-sensitive consumer shop-
ping at the store), an inherent change within con-
sumers, or some promotional tactics used by the
retailer.
Because it is hard to directly interpret the coeffi-

cients of the variables that are functions of � (“time
since last purchase”), we plot the implied distribu-
tions of store-visit times. Figure 4 shows the distri-
bution of store-visit times prior to Wal-Mart entry,
and the distribution in the short and long run after
entry. It is evident that the average inter-store-visit
time increases after Wal-Mart’s entry (since probabil-
ity mass shifts from smaller duration times to larger).
There does not appear to be a significant difference in
the short- and long-run effects.
To indicate the potential impact of customer char-

acteristics on store visits, we plot in Figure 5 the
implied distributions of store-visit timing before and
after Wal-Mart’s entry for three select households. The
top graph shows the distribution for household num-
ber 1985 in the sample. This household is located very
close to the incumbent store. The middle graph shows
the visit-time distribution for household number 7202,
which is located right next to Wal-Mart. It is apparent
from the graphs that the entry of Wal-Mart had very
different impacts on these two households, suggesting
that household location can be potentially important
in explaining impacts across households. Next con-
sider the visit-time distribution for household number

170 (the lower panel in Figure 5). This household is
also located close to Wal-Mart and is in fact a neigh-
bor of household number 7202. Surprisingly, we find
that entry of Wal-Mart had little impact on house-
hold 170. However, a deeper probe into the purchase
behavior can explain why we observe these differ-
ent reactions by these households. Prior to Wal-Mart’
entry, household 170 visits the incumbent store twice
as frequently and with a significantly smaller bas-
ket size compared with household 7202. More impor-
tantly, 78% of the total trips for household 170 occur
between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. on (nonholiday) weekdays
(compared with only 9% for household 7202). This
in turn implies the presence of a retired or otherwise
unemployed person in household 170. Thus, besides
distance, a number of other household characteristics
are important in determining the likely impact of Wal-
Mart’s entry. We explore these issues further in §6.
Table 4 shows the estimates for the basket-size

Equations (9) and (10). The Wal-Mart dummy for the
short and long run are negative and significant, indi-
cating that the average basket size goes down after
Wal-Mart’s entry. The coefficient to � shows that bas-
ket size tends to increase with time since the pre-
vious purchase. Basket sizes also tend to be higher
during weekends and holidays, although the latter
effect is mitigated by Wal-Mart’s entry. The promo-
tion parameter has an incorrect sign pre-entry, per-
haps due to the aggregate store-level measure that we
use. However, similar to the store-visit equation, the
promotional sensitivity increases significantly after
Wal-Mart. Although not reported here, correlation
between the basket size intercept and promotion sen-
sitivity indicates that small basket households are
more promotion sensitive, which is consistent with
the findings in the previous literature (Bell and Lattin
1998). Looking across the demographic coefficients,
we find several of the household characteristics to be
significant and the total proportion of the heterogene-
ity variation explained is a bit higher compared to
the store-visit equation. However, there is evidence
of substantial unobserved heterogeneity in the coef-
ficients as indicated by the large standard deviation
parameters.

Monthly Expenditures
One of the advantages of the Bayesian procedure used
for inference is that it provides us with household-
level estimates (for example, the posterior mean
of %i for each household) as a byproduct of the
MCMC procedure. These household-level parame-
ters can be used to quantify the combined effect of
entry on duration times and basket size by simulat-
ing expected monthly expenditure for each household
(holding other variables fixed at their mean levels).
This amounts to computing the expected value of (2)
for T = 30 for each household before and after Wal-
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Figure 5 Distributions of Inter-Store-Visit Times for Three Households
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Mart’s entry. In Table 5 we report the average short-
and long-run effects of Wal-Mart’s entry on monthly
expenditures, store visits, and basket size across the
population. The average effect for the whole sample
is −$24 in monthly expenditures and the overall effect
across the population is −$241	319. This translates
to approximately 17% of the monthly store volume
before Wal-Mart’s entry. Such a large drop in volume
is alarming for the retailer, considering that super-
markets operate on the principle of high volume with
profit margins only in the range of 1%–2%.
Three observations are notable from the numbers

presented in Table 5. First, the effect of Wal-Mart
seems a little larger in the short run compared with

the long run. This could indicate the presence of some
curiosity effect on the part of some households. Sec-
ond, the majority of the losses appear to come from
a drop in store visits (15% drop in the long run) as
opposed to a change in basket size (2% drop). This
finding could be important for the retailer: It suggests
that strategies geared toward driving store traffic, for
example feature advertising, could be useful in miti-
gating losses to Wal-Mart. Finally, the large standard
deviations in Table 5 suggest that the impact of Wal-
Mart varies dramatically across households. The large
standard deviations in turn suggest that characteriz-
ing the households that are affected by Wal-Mart’s
entry the most may be of interest.
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Table 4 Hierarchical Coefficient Estimates, Basket Size Model

Attribute Constant STDIST PROXWM MSHOP E-PL E-PROD E-MEAT E-HMR HHSIZE BABY PET INC SD DEMO

Constant 3�37 0�23 0�01 −1�08 −1�26 −1�30 −1�08 −0�11 −0�05 0�21 0�04 −0�19 0�95 0�12
�0�05� �0�10� �0�14� �0�18� �0�53� �0�63� �0�49� �0�63� �0�15� �0�14� �0�09� �0�14� �0�07� �0�03�

DSR −0�98 0�08 0�29 1�11 −1�11 1�86 0�43 1�12 0�23 0�05 −0�16 0�28 0�71 0�28
�0�08� �0�14� �0�21� �0�24� �0�78� �0�85� �0�76� �0�81� �0�22� �0�19� �0�13� �0�21� �0�13� �0�09�

DLR −0�97 0�08 0�28 1�13 −1�14 2�04 0�45 1�29 0�18 0�08 −0�14 0�29 0�71 0�28
�0�08� �0�14� �0�21� �0�24� �0�78� �0�85� �0�77� �0�81� �0�22� �0�19� �0�13� �0�21� �0�13� �0�09�

� 0�01 −0�01 0�00 0�01 0�00 0�01 0�00 0�01 0�00 0�00 0�01 0�00 0�04 0�02
�0�00� �0�00� �0�00� �0�00� �0�01� �0�01� �0�01� �0�01� �0�00� �0�00� �0�00� �0�00� �0�00� �0�00�

prom −0�04 −0�01 0�02 0�12 0�08 0�21 0�12 −0�01 0�06 0�00 0�02 0�04 0�15 0�09
�0�01� �0�01� �0�02� �0�03� �0�08� �0�09� �0�07� �0�09� �0�02� �0�02� �0�01� �0�02� �0�01� �0�02�

prom ∗D 0�13 −0�01 −0�04 −0�14 0�11 −0�28 −0�03 −0�13 −0�03 −0�01 0�02 −0�04 0�11 0�21
�0�01� �0�02� �0�03� �0�03� �0�11� �0�12� �0�11� �0�12� �0�03� �0�03� �0�02� �0�03� �0�02� �0�07�

weekend 0�02 0�01 0�00 −0�11 0�11 0�01 0�09 −0�03 −0�02 0�01 0�04 −0�03 0�28 0�02
�0�01� �0�01� �0�02� �0�02� �0�06� �0�07� �0�05� �0�08� �0�02� �0�01� �0�01� �0�02� �0�00� �0�00�

weekend ∗D 0�03 0�01 0�01 −0�24 −0�12 0�03 −0�09 −0�02 0�00 0�00 −0�02 0�03 0�26 0�05
�0�01� �0�01� �0�02� �0�02� �0�07� �0�09� �0�07� �0�09� �0�02� �0�02� �0�01� �0�02� �0�01� �0�01�

holiday 0�12 −0�01 −0�03 −0�07 −0�02 0�16 0�18 −0�22 0�01 −0�03 0�00 0�06 0�21 0�04
�0�01� �0�01� �0�02� �0�02� �0�08� �0�09� �0�07� �0�10� �0�02� �0�02� �0�01� �0�02� �0�01� �0�01�

holiday ∗D −0�07 0�01 0�04 0�01 0�10 0�07 −0�07 0�17 0�00 0�01 0�03 −0�04 0�23 0�02
�0�01� �0�02� �0�03� �0�03� �0�11� �0�13� �0�10� �0�12� �0�03� �0�03� �0�02� �0�03� �0�01� �0�01�

Note. DSR = 1 in the first three months following entry after which DLR = 1, and D = DSR + DLR. Posterior means with posterior standard deviation are in
parentheses.

To dig deeper into the issue of distribution of entry
effects, we assigned households into deciles based on
the long-run Wal-Mart effects. In Figure 6 we plot the
pre–Wal-Mart monthly expenditures, monthly store
visits, and basket size for the households with the
largest impact (decile 1) along with the distributions
for households in deciles 2 to 10. It is apparent that
Wal-Mart has the highest impact on households with
large pre-entry expenditures at the incumbent. In par-
ticular, the households in the top decile have signif-
icantly higher monthly store visits (4.81 versus 3.51)
and basket sizes ($63.60 versus $39.71), translating
into substantially higher monthly expenditures ($255
versus $113). Aggregating across the households in
the top decile, we find that this 10% of the households
alone accounts for 64% of the observed losses for the
incumbent.14

This last finding is troubling for the retailer, because
Wal-Mart is stealing some of its best customers. At
the same time, it also presents interesting target-
ing opportunities. As discussed above, traffic gener-
ation using feature advertisements could be a useful
strategy to pursue. However, feature advertisement
represents a communication tool that can rarely be

14 Another approach to looking at the distribution of entry effects
would be to assign households to deciles based on their pre-entry
expenditures (most valuable to least) and then analyze Wal-Mart’s
impact on each decile. Looking at the joint distribution of customer
value and Wal-Mart’s impact (not reported in the paper), we find
that almost 40% of the best customers fall in the top decile of the
impact distribution.

customized to the individual level. On the other hand,
customized coupons can readily be used to target
the high-value customers that have defected to Wal-
Mart. The frequent-shopper database already contains
useful purchase history and mailing address infor-
mation, so pursuing such a strategy could be fruit-
ful. By retaining the top 5% of these customers, the
retailer can reduce its losses to Wal-Mart by 41%.
Thus, understanding the needs and preferences of this
handful of customers and the use of targeted mecha-
nisms could be rewarding in the long run.

6. Profiling the Defectors to Wal-Mart
Results in the previous section show that the impact
of Wal-Mart varies across households and that a small
proportion of customers account for a large propor-
tion of losses at the incumbent store. We now explore
the extent to which the households that respond most

Table 5 Before and After Wal-Mart’s Entry: Monthly Expenditures,
Store Visits, and Basket Size

After–Wal-Mart After–Wal-Mart
Before–Wal-Mart (LR) (LR)

Expenditure ($) 127�23 103�64 104�61
�98�64� �96�43� �97�03�

Store visits 3�64 3�14 3�07
�2�62� �2�73� �2�61�

Basket size ($) 42�06 39�79 40�67
�26�02� �25�03� �24�91�

Note. Standard deviation is in parentheses. SR= short run; LR= long run.
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Figure 6 Pre-entry Monthly Expenditure, Store Visits, and Basket Size by Decile of Impact Distribution
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to Wal-Mart can be profiled based on their locations
and other observed characteristics. Note that from
a managerial perspective, such profiling of house-
holds that respond to Wal-Mart can be quite impor-
tant. For instance, it can allow the retailer to not only
target customers with similar characteristics at this
store, but also transfer the findings to other store loca-
tions where the retailer competes with Wal-Mart. To
be more specific, consider the problem of identifying
the consumers that are at high risk of defection at a
different location where a Wal-Mart is scheduled to
open in the next few months. To take findings from
the experience of this store to the new location, it is
important not only to identify the households based
on their individual card numbers or the region in
which they live, but also to map these households
on some actionable demographic or other characteris-
tics. Such mapping then becomes the basis for iden-
tifying potential defectors at the new location. Since
store opening information is generally available well
in advance, it can allow the retailer to take preemp-
tive actions for the households who are at a high risk
of defection.

6.1. Marginal Effects for Observed Household
Characteristics

In the results presented in Tables 3 and 4, several of
the household characteristics were found to be sig-
nificant. We now compute the marginal effects for
the observed household characteristics entering the
second stage of the hierarchical model. Note that
evaluating the direct impact of the elements of the
covariate vector is nontrivial because the covariates
affect both store-visit frequencies and basket sizes. We
evaluate the overall effect of each covariate on the
size of the Wal-Mart effect as follows: Let ei denote
monthly expenditure for a household. The mean pre-
entry expenditure at the incumbent for a population
with covariate vector Z= z is
E�ei �DSR = 0	DLR = 0	Z= z	%�
=
∫
E�ei �DSR=0	DLR=0	Z=z	%	�i�,��i �z-	(�d�i	

while the mean short- and long-run expenditures after
entry are computed analogously with DSR = 1 and
DLR = 1, respectively.
We consider the effect of the covariates on a spe-

cific Wal-Mart effect: The change in the log of mean
expenditure in the short run and long run, i.e.,

�SR�%* z�≡ log�E�ei �DSR = 1	DLR = 0	Z= z	%��
− log�E�ei �DSR = 0	DLR = 0	Z= z	%��	

�LR�%* z�≡ log�E�ei �DSR = 0	DLR = 1	Z= z	%��
− log�E�ei �DSR = 0	DLR = 0	Z= z	%���

�SR�%* z� is the change in the log of mean expenditure
from pre-entry to post-entry in the short run, while
�LR�%* z� is the long-run change for a population char-
acterized by covariate vector z.15 We compute the
effects of changing z on �SR�%	 z� and �LR�%	 z�. In
particular, for each covariate zj we compute

/SR�%	 zj	%5�≡�SR�%	 zj	%5�−�SR�%	 z̄�	
/SR�%	 zj	%95�≡�SR�%	 zj	%95�−�SR�%	 z̄�	
/SR�%	 z̄j + sdj �≡�SR�%	 z̄+ sdj �−�SR�%	 z̄�

(and similarly for /LR), where z̄ is the sample aver-
age of the covariate vector, zj	5% �zj	95%� is equal to z̄
except for covariate j , which is equal to its 5th per-
centile (95th percentile), while z̄+ zj	 sd is equal to z̄
except for covariate j , which is equal to z̄j plus a one
standard deviation increase. These effects capture the
marginal effect of changing covariate j on the short-
and long-run Wal-Mart effect. In Table 6 we report
the posterior mean and standard deviation of /SR�%* z�
and /LR�%* z� for different values of z. For example, for
store distance (STDIST) we see that changing the store
distance variable from its mean to its 5th percentile
(i.e., a population that is very close to the local store)
decreases the Wal-Mart effect by 1%, while changing
it to the 95th percentile increases the mean Wal-Mart
effect by 4%. A one standard deviation increase in dis-
tance increases the mean Wal-Mart effect by 2%. In
general, the marginal effects of both distance variables
are rather small, a point we return to below.
A few covariates do have a substantial impact on

the size of the Wal-Mart effect. For example, the mea-
sure for shopping costs seems quite important. Recall
that the variable MSHOP (percent of trips between
9 a.m.–5 p.m. weekdays) was created as proxy for the
presence of a retired or otherwise unemployed mem-
ber in the household. From the marginal effects we
see that the households that do the majority of their
shopping between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. on weekdays
are significantly less likely to abandon the incumbent.
This finding is not surprising, because these house-
holds would tend to have better opportunities to take
advantage of the promotions offered at all of the
stores in the neighborhood. Similarly, the proportion
of expenditures on private label is quite important.
In particular, a one standard deviation increase in the
private label expenditure ratio (E-PL) increases the
size of the Wal-Mart effect by 13% in the short run
(16% in long run) compared with the mean effect, thus
almost doubling the overall effect for this subpopu-
lation. On the other hand, households with the low-
est E-PL have a Wal-Mart effect 14% smaller than the

15 Note that it is not possible to define the effect as the change
in the mean of log expenditure, because expenditure has nonzero
probability mass at zero (corresponding to moving all expenditures
to Wal-Mart).
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Table 6 Effects of Covariates on Mean Wal-Mart Effect

Short-run effect: �SR��� z� Long-run effect: �LR��� z�

Attribute Z = z̄ Z = z5% Z = z95% Z = z̄+ sdz Z = z̄ Z = z5% Z = z95% Z = z̄+ sdz

STDIST −0�22 −0�21 −0�28 −0�25 −0�22 −0�20 −0�28 −0�25
�0�02� �0�02� 0�03 �0�02� �0�02� �0�02� 0�03 �0�02�

PROXWM −0�22 −0�22 −0�30 −0�24 −0�22 −0�21 −0�31 −0�24
�0�02� �0�02� 0�03 �0�02� �0�02� �0�02� 0�03 �0�02�

MSHOP −0�22 −0�40 −0�05 −0�12 −0�22 −0�37 −0�06 −0�12
�0�02� �0�02� �0�02� �0�02� �0�02� �0�02� �0�02� �0�02�

E-PL −0�22 −0�12 −0�35 −0�30 −0�22 −0�06 −0�39 −0�32
�0�02� �0�02� �0�02� �0�02� �0�02� �0�02� �0�02� �0�02�

E-PROD −0�22 −0�22 −0�23 −0�23 −0�22 −0�24 −0�20 −0�21
�0�02� �0�02� �0�02� �0�02� �0�02� �0�02� �0�02� �0�02�

E-MEAT −0�22 −0�28 −0�14 −0�18 −0�22 −0�29 −0�11 −0�16
�0�02� �0�02� �0�02� �0�02� �0�02� �0�02� �0�02� �0�02�

E-HMR −0�22 −0�24 −0�18 −0�19 −0�22 −0�25 −0�16 −0�17
�0�02� �0�02� �0�02� �0�02� �0�02� �0�02� �0�02� �0�02�

HHSIZE −0�22 −0�19 −0�26 −0�25 −0�22 −0�18 −0�27 −0�25
�0�02� �0�02� �0�02� �0�02� �0�02� �0�02� �0�02� �0�02�

BABY −0�22 −0�22 −0�26 −0�23 −0�22 −0�22 −0�24 −0�22
�0�02� �0�02� 0�03 �0�02� �0�02� �0�02� �0�03� �0�02�

PET −0�22 −0�25 −0�18 −0�21 −0�22 −0�24 −0�17 −0�21
�0�02� �0�02� �0�02� �0�02� �0�02� �0�02� �0�02� �0�02�

INC −0�22 −0�26 −0�18 −0�20 −0�22 −0�27 −0�14 −0�18
�0�02� �0�02� �0�02� �0�02� �0�02� �0�02� �0�02� �0�02�

Note. Posterior means with posterior standard deviation are in parentheses.

average in the short run (19% in the long run), making
the effect virtually zero for this subpopulation. These
findings indicate that households who spend a large
fraction of their total grocery expenditure on the pri-
vate label brand are—on average—much more likely
to switch to Wal-Mart. Thus, we find that store-brand
buyers have a higher likelihood of moving purchases
to Wal-Mart, which is in contrast to the findings in the
previous literature that suggest that store-brand buy-
ers are also more store loyal (Corstjens and Lal 2000).
Table 6 also shows that households that spend

a large proportion on speciality meat and home
meal replacement (HMR) items are less likely to
defect to Wal-Mart. This seems consistent with the
industry reports that these items are better catered
at supermarkets rather than at Wal-Mart. Over-
all, the shopping- and purchase-related variables
appear more important than demographic variables.
Although the low explanatory power of demograph-
ics is a general phenomenon reported in the literature
(e.g., see Rossi et al. 1996), we should acknowledge
that our demographic variables were computed using
census data and may not be as accurate in standard
scanner panel data.

6.2. Customer Locations
The discussion above shows that store distances play
a relatively minor role in determining the propensity
to shift purchases to Wal-Mart. This seems quite in

contrast to the findings in the retail site selection lit-
erature (Huff 1964, Brown 1989, Craig et al. 1984, and
so on) as well as business press (Progressive Grocer,
69th annual report, 2002), namely that location is one
of the most important factors in determining store
choice. Given the importance of location in the retail-
ing world, we re-estimate the model with a different
specification that alleviates the high-correlation prob-
lem discussed above, to a certain extent. In particu-
lar, in the new specification we replace the household
characteristics in the second stage of the hierarchical
model (11) with Zi = �Drji�ni=1, where Drji is an indicator
variable equal to one if household i is located in cen-
sus tract region j . This approach has several advan-
tages over the specification that includes distances
directly. First, as pointed out, the correlation between
distance to the focal store and distance to Wal-Mart is
0.96 in our sample, which makes estimating two sep-
arate distance effects difficult. Second, we use a fairly
fine grid of regions in our dummy specification that
provides us with a clean nonparametric estimate of
the distance effects. Finally, the dummy specification
allows us to capture other census tract–specific char-
acteristics apart from distance, such as demographics
and actions of other retailers in the region. The mar-
ket has another (independent) supermarket (located
in Region 6) as well as several other small conve-
nience or food stores. Thus each dummy coefficient
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Table 7 Average Characteristics for the 19 Census Tract Regions

Average distance
in miles to Percentage change in

expenditure after
Group ID Frequency Focal store Wal-Mart Wal-Mart (std. dev.)

1 392 6�10 3�70 −25 (48)
2 242 6�88 7�69 −18 (36)
3 1�026 14�11 14�32 −27 (38)
4 241 2�38 1�85 −19 (36)
5 435 1�24 1�57 −16 (34)
6 292 1�33 1�86 −16 (34)
7 345 1�64 2�31 −15 (35)
8 309 2�16 4�51 −17 (34)
9 747 1�65 3�10 −17 (32)
10 1�221 0�64 2�72 −13 (37)
11 249 2�61 4�16 −18 (37)
12 315 5�00 4�63 −18 (40)
13 674 5�10 7�48 −11 (33)
14 626 5�98 7�98 −23 (37)
15 884 0�39 2�35 −15 (38)
16 820 0�71 3�16 −13 (38)
17 963 1�41 3�91 −13 (36)
18 240 2�27 0�82 −38 (34)
19 3�317 1�81 2�42 −18 (40)

will represent the coefficient for a region with a cer-
tain composition of distance to Wal-Mart and the local
store and other tract-specific information.
The results are presented in Table 7. Note that

the regions show considerable variation in distance,
ranging from regions very close to the focal store
(Regions 15, 10, and 16) to regions close to Wal-Mart
(Region 18) to regions far away from both stores (e.g.,
Region 3). The last column of Table 7 shows the sim-
ulated effects and standard deviations by region in
the long run (short-run effects are similar). With this
specification, we do observe an overall effect of store
distance. In particular, the impact is higher in areas
close to Wal-Mart (−38% in Region 18) and areas far
from both stores (Region 3). The impact of Wal-Mart’s
entry is lowest in regions close to the incumbent store.
However, large standard deviation numbers indicate
that even with this specification there is considerable
variation across households within a region.

7. Discussion and Future Research
One of the biggest challenges facing the supermar-
ket industry is competition from Wal-Mart. Although
a relatively new player, Wal-Mart through its super-
center format has become the nation’s largest grocer,
and supermarket managers consider it their biggest
concern in the coming years. Using a unique frequent-
shopper database, we provide an empirical study
of the impact of a Wal-Mart supercenter’s entry on
the sales of a traditional grocery store. We model the
two key household decisions of whether to visit the
store and in-store expenditure using a flexible model
of interpurchase time and basket size. Heterogene-
ity across households is modeled using a hierarchical

structure that allows the response parameters to vary
due to observed and unobserved factors. In order to
characterize the potential defectors to Wal-Mart, we
use a large set of household-specific variables such as
distance to the stores, demographics, and other shop-
ping characteristics.
Results show that the incumbent store lost 17%

volume—amounting to a quarter million dollars
in monthly revenue—following Wal-Mart’s entry.
Decomposing the lost sales into components at-
tributed to store visits and in-store expenditures, we
find that the majority of these losses were due to
fewer store visits with little change seen in basket
size. This finding suggests that strategies designed to
increase store traffic could be effective in mitigating
losses to Wal-Mart. We also find that the retailer loses
some of its best customers to Wal-Mart, and that a
small increase in retention of these customers can sig-
nificantly reduce losses attributed to Wal-Mart. Thus
the retailer should focus its attention on these select
households by understanding their needs and prefer-
ences. Finally, we find that certain observed household
characteristics—such as distance, shopping behavior,
and product purchase behavior—can be useful in pro-
filing the defectors to Wal-Mart.
There are, of course, several caveats to our analy-

sis and potential directions for future research. Fore-
most, our focus in this paper has been on the two
broad household decisions of store visit and basket
size, while ignoring the basket-composition aspect.
Although a Wal-Mart supercenter carries all prod-
ucts typically found in a supermarket, variation in
the quality of products (e.g., in produce and meat),
as well as the breadth and depth of assortment, can
lead to differential impact across departments and cat-
egories. Thus, it is conceivable that while the bas-
ket size remains constant, the basket composition
changes. Since retailers increasingly employ category
management tools where each category is treated as
a strategic business unit and pricing, merchandising,
promotions, and product mix are determined at the
category level (Blattberg and Fox 1995), a category-
by-category analysis is important to analyze the dif-
ferential impact across product groups. In doing so,
one can draw upon the extensive literature on devel-
oping defensive marketing strategies (e.g., the various
strategies suggested in the DEFENDER type models,
Hauser and Shugan 1983) to enhance category-level
retention. Finally, given the asymmetries across gro-
cery retailers and supercenters in costs and product
assortments, it may be useful to study their competi-
tion from a game theoretic perspective to analyze the
optimal response by incumbents to entry by a domi-
nant retailer (Ailawadi et al. 2005).
There are also several shortcomings related to the

data used in the analysis. First, we do not observe
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consumer purchases outside the store in question.
Similarly, our analysis is based on expenditures rather
than profitability. It is possible that the defectors to
Wal-Mart are not only high-revenue customers, but
are also more profitable. Finally, another avenue for
future research is based on our finding that the major-
ity of the losses at the store are due to fewer store
visits. This suggests that it is important for the retail-
ers to figure out the products that are best suited to
drive store traffic. Given that the retailer has to choose
a subset of 50 to 100 products from a total of over
50,000 unique UPCs, this can be a nontrivial task.
However, with better data and advancements in com-
puting power, we hope some of these issues can be
addressed in the future.
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